[ P l a t e s 16 a n d 17] Divergent-beam X-ray photography of single crystals by transmission can be used to study the 4 extinction', that is, the diminution of the transmitted radiation that takes place at the Bragg reflexion angles. The intensity and geometry of the absorption lines observed give useful information about the texture of the crystal. Divergent beam photographs have shown that many crystals of organic compounds are unexpectedly perfect, and that sudden cooling to liquid-air temperatures will increase the mosaic character of their structure by an important factor and make them more suitable for structural analysis by the usual methods. Type I diamonds, and natural ice even near to its melting-point, are also found to possess a high degree of perfection, which cannot be removed by liquid-air treatment. The divergent beam method may be used for the determination of orienta tion, but it is important that the wave-length of X-rays employed should be correctly related to the size and nature of the crystal.
Introduction
W. H. Bragg (1914) was the first to observe, by means of the ionization spectrometer, that s when a pencil of X-rays was selectively reflected from diamond, there was a diminution in the amount of radiation transmitted at the reflexion angle, an effect which he had expected, but which was not easily measurable.
In the same year, Rutherford & Andrade (1914) observed both reflexion and absorption lines photographically, using an effective point source of divergent y-rays and a rock-salt crystal, and obtained thereby a measure of the wave-lengths of the monochromatic com ponents of their radiation. This was the first application of divergent-beam crystal photo graphy to such problems. Two years later H. Seemann (1916,1917 , I9T9) developed an X-ray tube giving a wide-angle beam of Cu radiation and used it to obtain back-reflexion photo graphs from rock-salt. These showed a symmetrical pattern of reflexion conics when the crystal was placed with a symmetry axis normal to the photographic plate (Seemann 1930; Seemann & Kantorowicz 1930) . Gerlach (1921 a, b) also developed a very simple tube giving a wide-angle beam of Cu radiation, and Hess (1937, i942 )> using t0°k transmission photographs of gypsum and mica. On these photographs, which were given an exposure of 90 min. with a crystal-to-plate distance of 1 *64 cm., there was an intense inner disk showing no detail, together with a pattern of reflexion conics outside it.
Linnik (1929, 1930 ) used a fine pencil of X-rays, but rotated his crystal and photographic plate, rigidly fixed at a distance of 1-7 cm. apart, about a horizontal and a vertical axis, 220 shielding the plate from the direct X-ray beam by means of a screen, to prevent undue blackening of the background. He thus obtained a transmission photograph showing absorption conics and suggested that the same thing might be done more easily using a wideangle beam, as, for example, a beam diverging from a pinhole, but that the inevitable back ground would spoil the pattern. He drew attention to the similarity between his trans mission photographs and those of the Kikuchi line patterns obtained by electron diffraction methods (Kikuchi 1928 a,b) .He also suggested that the method could b determination of the positions of symmetry elements.
Fujiwara (1937, 1939) and Onoyama (1939) , using a convergent primary X-ray beam, obtained black and white lines (reflexion and absorption conics) within the central shadow, which in the photographs taken by Hess had been too strongly exposed for observation of detail. The extent of the observed effect was necessarily restricted by the angle of the beam.
In all these cases the crystal was outside the X-ray tube. Kossel (1935 Kossel ( , 1936 Kossel ( 1937 ) and his colleagues (Kossel & Voges 1935; Voges 1936 ) used a single crystal as anticathode the X-ray tube, and generated divergent characteristic X-rays within the crystal itself; these were diffracted, according to the Bragg relation, from the various planes of the crystal before emergence, and a plane photographic plate placed some distance away from the aluminium window of the tube showed a pattern of black and white conics on a background of medium intensity. Borrmann (1935 Borrmann ( , 1936 ) also used the fluorescent rays from a single crystal as his divergent beam, but placed the crystal outside the tube and generated the radiation by means of an incident X-ray beam of higher frequency; he took back-reflexion photographs which showed both Laue spots (due to the incident pencil of high-frequency X-rays) and continuous reflexion conics (due to the divergent fluorescent low-frequency X-rays), and his exposures were of the order of 3 hr. Kossel (1936^) used his method to obtain precision measurements of the lattice constant of copper, and van Bergen (1937 van Bergen ( ,1938 van Bergen ( ,1941 extended these measurements to calcite, NaCl, A1 and a-Fe. Only the natural breadth of the X-ray emission lines set a limit to the accuracy of the experimental results, which was claimed to be of the order of 1 in 100,000.
A study of these experiments for a ' Report on X-ray Scattering in relation to Crystal Dynamics , then in preparation for the Physical Society of London (JLonsdale 1943) , sug gested to me that it would be of interest to extend experiments of this kind to the investigation of diamond and of crystals of carbon compounds. Dr A. Muller was kind enough to offer me the use of an X-ray tube he had designed which would give a beam of Cu radiation divergent externally through an angle of nearly 180°, and which was particularly well suited to my purpose. With this tube excellent photographs of the kind illustrated "and described in this paper were obtained in exposure times varying from 3 sec. at a distance of 6 cm., using coarse-grained duplitized X-ray film, to 1 hr. or more using lantern slides (for finest resolution) at the same distance. Special process film (plate 17, figure 22 gives very clear and well-resolved pictures with an intermediate exposure. For a given photographic film, the time of exposure had a well-defined optimum, since under-exposure and over exposure both spoilt the contrast between absorption lines and background which was aimed at in these experiments. Intensification was, of course, out of the question, since the spreading of the background thus produced would simply cause the complete disappearance of the absorption lines.
Simple geometrical th eo ry
The X-rays diverge from a very small region (almost a point) on the exterior flat surface of the end of the tube; the crystal can therefore be mounted, in air, in contact with or very near to the X-ray source, and it is then irradiated by X-rays which meet the atomic planes at all angles. Laue (1935) has given a complete theory of the scattering of a divergent beam by a single crystal treated as a three-dimensional grating with extended base. A simpler and sufficiently accurate picture of the phenomenon is obtained by considering the Bragg reflexions from sets of parallel crystal planes of spacing It is clear that with a divergent beam, the X-rays of wave-length A which satisfy the Bragg relation A = 2d$\nd will form the generators SA of a cone whose apex is at the source S and whose sem angle is (in -0) (figure 1). These X-rays, on reflexion in the direction AR, will be removed Figure 1 . Rem oval of a cone of X-rays, by reflexion, from the general divergent beam. PP, re flecting crystal planes. QQ, absorption conic shown light against dark background. FF, photog film. * from the general divergent beam, and there will, therefore, appear on the photographic plate or film FF an absorption conic QQ which will be light against ground. This conic will be a circle only if the plane of the film is parallel to the reflecting planes PP. The directions AQ may be referred to as 'deficiency rays', since they are the directions in which rays are missing because of removal by reflexion. The deficiency rays, of course, represent a special case of absorption. In the case illustrated in figure 1 , the reflected rays AR do not meet the photographic film at all; and it is generally true that the majority of lines recorded on such a transmission photograph will be absorption (deficiency) lines. If 6 is not too large, however, and the reflecting planes are inclined at a considerable angle to the plane film, the reflected rays may also be recorded on the photograph as a reflexion conic RR, which will be darker than the general background (figure 2). The set of planes ( h kl) will also give absorption and reflexion conics and R 'R '. Since in practice the planes (hkl) and (hkl) will be separated only by a very small distance, the conics R'R' and QQ (and similarly RR and Q'Q') will be relatively close to each other. Before considering the 28-2 222 K. LONSDALE ON THE DIVERGENT-BEAM relative separation of black and white lines, however, and the properties of patterns given by symmetrical crystals, it is necessary to find out under what conditions these lines will be observable at all. 
Conditions under which no pattern is observed
In general, no absorption or reflexion lines will be observable (1) if the crystal is too nearly perfect; (2) if the crystal is too completely imperfect; (3) if the crystal is of unsuitable dimen sions, either too small or too large, relative to the wave-length of X-rays used. The time of exposure must not, of course, he outside certain limits, which are very dependent upon the kind of photographic plate or film used. This point has been mentioned in the Introduction.
(a) Crystal perfection and extinction
Andrade & Rutherford found that whereas a particular ordinary cleavage plate of rocksalt gave moderately good absorption lines, using a source of divergent y-rays, crystals which were apparently much more perfect, as judged by specular reflexions of ordinary light, which were selected from a large number specially fetched from a salt mine, gave much inferior results. * Ewald & Renninger (1934; have shown that rock-salt crystals do vary in character from ideally mosaic to ideally perfect, according to their history of growth or mechanical deformation. They deduce that mosaic character is not determined by the kind of crystal considered, but is a property of the individual specimen, or of the largescale crystallites that compose that specimen. A crystal may, for example, consist of a number of fairly large domains or crystallites whose angular displacement from an average orientation varies from 1 sec. to several degrees; yet each crystallite may be perfect in itself, so that the whole crystal shows the primary extinction characteristic^pf perfect crystals Ewald 1918 ; James 1934)* If the coherent domains (that is, regions in which there are no discontinuities of orientation or of spacing) are smaller, by an amount which depends upon the radiation used and the reflecting planes considered, primary extinction is reduced owing to the limitation of the interaction of the diffracted and transmitted rays, but secondary extinction, or partial shielding of the more distant by the nearer blocks, which also amounts to an effective increase in the coefficient of absorption at the reflecting angle, still occurs. When the size of the coherent domains is very small and the disorientation considerable, then both primary and secondary extinction are negligible and the crystal behaves as an ideal mosaic, the reflexions being several times as intense as for the perfect (whether mono lithic or composite) specimen. A further reduction of block size results in a broadening of the reflexions (Bragg, Darwin & James 1926) .
(b) Perfect crystals
When a perfect crystal is used, reflexion only takes place from the few crystal planes nearest to the source, and the angular range is only a few seconds (figure 3). The width of the deficiency ray is then decided by the width of the X-ray emission line itself and by the dimen sions of the source S. If the specimen is a composite of largish perfect crystallites, the deficiency ray may be composed of several individual fine rays, but its total (negative) intensity will be small, because the intensity of reflexion is small. Since the X-ray source is a very small region, approximating to a point, the deficiency and reflexion rays from a perfect crystal will give lines so fine and faint that they are either not visible or hardly show up at all against the background of general radiation. Photographs of this kind have been obtained from normal (type I) diamonds, calcite, rochelle salt, natural ice, and from some individual specimens of many organic compounds (plate 16, figure 20 a).
(c) Perfectly imperfect crystals
The occurrence of deficiency rays is in general a demonstration of the existence of secondary extinction, that is, of an increase of absorption at the reflecting angle. If the crystal is so imperfect that all secondary extinction effects are smeared out, as, for example, in a block of crystallites of random or widely differing orientation (as in a finely divided powder), then the average background absorption will be increased, but no discrete absorp tion lines will be observed at particular angles. This case is well illustrated by the use of diamond boart, carbonado or ballas.
(d) Crystal size
The intensity I of the X-rays transmitted through a thickness t of a given crystal is given by I = IQ e-^, where I0 is the incident intensity and the linear absorption coefficient for the given radiation. The longer the wave-length the greater the absorption, except in the neigh bourhood of an absorption band. Care must, therefore, be taken that the absence of a picture is not due to absorption of practically all the characteristic radiation which is necessary to provide contrast, and the transmission only of short wave-length radiation. The crystal must be thick enough to build up a deficiency line of reasonable contrast, but not so thick that the characteristic background radiation is totally absorbed. The question of optimum thickness will be considered later.
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Conditions under which a pattern is observed (a) Partly imperfect crystals
Most single crystals are not perfect, nor are they ideally mosaic (James 1934). The planes of atoms of which they are composed are regular and parallel only over regions which are small compared with the size of the crystal itself. Two kinds of irregularities may be con sidered: there may be discontinuities without change of orientation, and there may be slight changes of orientation from one region or block to another. The theory, of secondary extinction as usually applied in practice assumes that the latter kind of imperfection is the more important. In applying the formula f ■= y+gQ, in which the normal absorption coefficient fi is increased at the reflecting angle by an amount proportional to the intensity of reflexion, all multiple reflexion by strictly parallel blocks within the crystal is ignored. Early experiments showed that in some cases (Bragg, James & Bosanquet 1921 James & Firth 1927) this was justified, but later investigation has indicated that a more rigorous formula of the type / = y + g iQ~g 2Q2+ (Darwin 1922 ) may sometimes be more appro priate. Thus it has been found (Brill, Grimm, Hermann & Peters 1939) that if the simple formula is used, then the apparent value of g obtained by comparing intensities of reflexion from a partly mosaic crystal of hexamine (hexamethylene tetramine) with those from a fine powder of that substance is much larger for planes having small Q values than for those of larger Q values. It is not constant. An expression of the type //' = {gi-would obviously fit such results better. It is clear that further experiment is required to test this point quantitatively. Unfortunately, secondary extinction is a quantity which it is difficult to measure with any degree of exactitude. An attempt to do so, by a successive approxima tion method, for one plane only of anthracene, was made by Robinson (1933) Now although the divergent beam method gives an excellent demonstration of the existence of secondary extinction, it cannot be used for its exact measurement. In the divergent beam method crystallites of slightly different orientations select the X-rays whose wave-lengths and directions suit them, and give one composite absorption line as a result. The accurate measurements of secondary extinction by a direct method would have to prevent this by the use of a monochromatic and strictly parallel beam. Nevertheless, the divergent-beam method can give much useful information about the texture of crystals.
( b ) Crystals of organic compounds
It has generally been supposed that for crystals of organic compounds primary extinction is almost negligible and secondary extinction unimportant; that is, that they are almost ideally mosaic crystals. The fact that good divergent-beam photographs were obtained from a number of such crystals showed that this assumption was unsound, and that secondary extinction at least must be reckoned with, since it is by no means unimportant if it can give clear absorption lines. When later it was found that some crystals of organic compounds gave very poor divergent-beam photographs, it was difficult to decide a priori whether the absence of a picture in these cases was due to the presence of primary extinction (perfect crystal) or to the absence of secondary extinction (completely imperfect or mosaic crystal). Extended experiment showed that a wide variation existed. Threp out of five crystals of oxalic acid dihydrate gave either no visible lines, or lines so faint as to be seen only with the greatest difficulty; the fourth gave a picture of moderate contrast and the fifth an excellent one. Very poor photographs were also given by erythritol, ammonium oxalate, stilbene, hexa methylenetetramine (plate 1, figure 20 a),though all the crystals used were with faces giving excellent optical reflexions. Sucrose, mannilol, tolane, ftmrazobenzene, 1 .3 .5-triphenylbenzene, penta-erythritol and penta-erythritol tetraphenyl ether gave lines of only moderate visibility. Anthracene, benzil, dibenzyl, benzophenone (plate 16, figure 20 c),maleic acid, maleic anhydride, succinic acid, a-resorcinol, urea nitrate, hexamethylbenzene and hexaethylbenzene gave good, clear pictures, although even among these some were distinctly better than others. Only one or two crystals of each of these substances were examined, and the results should not necessarily be regarded as typical of the compounds in question. Brill et al. (1939, p. 437) had found that by dipping a crystal of hexamethylenetetramine into liquid air they were able to produce a marked increase of refiecting power, that is, a marked decrease of perfection. Their crystal turned milky, showing that it had broken up into more of a mosaic. The same procedure was tried with two of the oxalic acid dihydrate crystals which had at first given poor divergent-beam photographs. They were dipped into liquid air for a few seconds and rephotographed when they had regained room temperature. The result was that a picture appeared where none had been seen previously. A second immersion improved the strength and visibility of the absorption lines. It was clear that these specimens had originally been so perfect as to exhibit considerable primary extinction. The sudden lowering of temperature to which they were subjected then broke down the 226 crystals into a partial mosaic and left only secondary extinction. The crystals became not only milky but very brittle. Presumably the small-scale breaking up of the structure into slightly disorientated crystallites (which, for complete absence of primary extinction, would have to be l/i or less in linear dimensions) was accompanied by cracks on a much larger scale. Erythritol, stilbene and hexamethylenetetramine (plate 16, figures 20 also gave good pictures after immersion in, or spraying with, liquid air; and some of the specimens which had formerly given photographs of only moderate contrast (sucrose, mannitol and transazobenzene were tested) gave much improved pictures after similar treatment. In all these cases there must have been considerable perfection to begin with. It is equally clear that secondary extinction remains even after drastic breaking down of the crystal perfection, and must be reckoned with for many reflexions, not merely the few most intense ones. Following the publication of a preliminary account of these experiments (Lonsdale 1944) , it has become a routine practice in some X-ray crystal analysis laboratories to eliminate primary extinction by liquid-air treatment before structure investigation is begun.
(c) Diamond
It has been mentioned that type I diamonds (that is, diamonds showing groups of extra spots on Laue photographs) gave the bad divergent-beam photographs typical of perfect crystals. Only a few diamonds gave absolutely no picture at all (these photographs are not reproduced, since they show only background and no lines, whatever exposure time is used); these diamonds not only appeared to be perfect in form and optical properties, but showed the typical ' extra spots' (Lonsdale 1942 , b) very strongly. It is difficult to reconcile these observations with the explanation of the extra spots given by Guinier (1942) , who suggests that they are due to a partial irregularity of spacing in the cube directions. This explanation would account for many features of the extra spots satisfactorily; but why should this irregularity occur most markedly in the most perfect diamonds and not at all in mosaic specimens? Most type I diamonds gave pictures which showed very sharp lines, although with much less contrast (plate 16, figure 21 b) than the pictures given by type II diamonds (plate 16, figure 21 a). All type II diamonds gave excellent divergent-beam photo graphs, with high contrast. In some cases the lines were as sharp as those given by type I diamonds, but in others the lines were broadened, showing obvious distortion in certain directions (plate 17, figures 22 a,b, c) . Nevertheless, in spite of this strong secondary extinction persists. No amount of immersion in liquid air was able to change a type I into a type II diamond, or vice versa, or to affect their divergent-beam photographs in any way. Prolonged heat treatment in air, or at higher temperatures (up to 1250p C for 16 hr.) in v a c u o , was equally ineffective. Photometer measurements* have shown that the half-width at half-maximum of the diamond 331 CuXcq absorption line is 0*25 ±0*05 of the aj-a2 separation. [The actual 331 CuXa1-a2 separation observed on photographs taken at 1 m. distance is 7 mm.] Compton & Allison (1935, p. 744) give the ratio of the natural half-width of the CuXcq emission line to the aj-ag separation as 0T5. There is, therefore, some spreading of the diamond absorption lines, but this amounts to only about 2*4 min. of arc, and corresponds to a very small degree of disorientation of individual crystallites. It follows that the secondary extinction must result * Made at the Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge, with the kind help of Dr Lipson and Dr Wilson.
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more from discontinuities of spacing between parallel crystallites than from lack of paral lelism of the crystallites. One would expect to find, therefore, that multiple reflexion diminishes the extinction of the low-order as compared with the high-order reflexions. This is, indeed, the case, as may be seen from the following approximate calculations:
The actual intensity of the absorption line depends upon the amount of crystal traversed, but if measurements are made at comparable angles it is found that for an effective crystal thickness of 1*355 mm. the following relative intensities are recorded: (1) without the diamond in position (/0), (2) with the diamond, but away from an absorption or reflexion line (/), (3) It is noteworthy that the absorption lines, although so clear, correspond to a reduction of the background intensity / by only 10-3 % or even less.
The relative intensities of the CuXcq, C u Koc2> Cu emission lines are about 10:5:2. It follows, therefore, that not more than 60 % of the emitted characteristic radiation can possibly be Cu
Kocx . Since the X-ray is run at a comparatively low voltage, for fear of piercin the window target, the percentage of white radiation emitted will be fairly high, but the exact amount and energy distribution is not known. For the purpose of our calculation we shall take as limits that the amount of Cu Kocx radiation emitted is, say, from 60 to 20 % of the total emitted radiation, represented by /0. In terms of /0 = 1270, it is seen that 7 6 2 > /^u^a'>254. The intensity I after passing through thickness t of the diamond will depend on the effective linear absorption coefficient Now is not known with certainty for diamond, even for a single wave-length. Values of varying from 5*5 to 3*84 have been recorded for carbon, using Cu Koc radiation, but it is probable that all deter a powdered specimen are too high, owing to the unsuspected presence of secondary and perhaps even primary extinction. The value = 3*84 which was obtained by Brill et al. (1939, p. 418 ) using a diamond plate, is here accepted as a basis for approximate calculation. Since the density p = 3*515 g./c.c., this gives p = 13*5. If IR is the intensity due to any emitted wave-length other than CuX al5 and pR is the corresponding linear absorption coefficient, then /, the background intensity away from an absorption line, will be given by
and Ihkl, the intensity at the absorption line due tq the plane (M/), will be
where p! is the linear absorption coefficient for Cu increased by secondary extinction. The difference I -I hkl = JCuica.
and hence p! may be found for various planes in terms of the relative values of /, Ihkl, Ip uKcCl, t. Taking /0 = 1270, I -Jm = 33, I -/ 220= 25, / -/ 33 = 2 /CuXa1<:-762, then //U1>15*9, //220>15*2 and /431>15*0. According to the usual theory of secondary extinction, the difference between p' and p is dependent upon the intensity of reflecting power Qhk[. Unfortunately, Q is also an uncertain quantity, the values given in Vol. 240. A.
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the literature varying among themselves over quite a wide range (Armstrong 1929; Brill al. 1939, p. 430; Ponte 1927) . Maximum and minimum estimates are as follows: Probably (owing to the divergency of the beam, as explained above) even these values are too low, but the special point to be noticed is that g increases with decreasing Q, and that the fact of this increase in independent of the particular values taken for Ip uKai/I0 or for Qhkl. This confirms the hypothesis that in many type II diamonds the individual crystallites are closely parallel to each other, so that multiple reflexion is possible, although discontinuities at the boundaries interrupt the sequence of spacings and spoil the perfection of the crystal as a whole. A few type II diamonds, however (plate 17, figure 22 give photographs in which the 111 absorption lines although still sharp are outstandingly strong, while those corresponding to less intense reflexions are absent or very weak. This must mean that in these diamonds the secondary extinction is due mainly to the non-parallelism of the crystallites over a small range, and multiple reflexion is inconsiderable.
(d) Thickness of specimen and time of exposure
For any thickness t of the specimen I = /0 e~*lt, where absorption coefficient for all wave-lengths present in various proportions in the primary beam. If the total intensity of the primary beam is K times that of the CuTTcq component in it, then 70 = K Ip uKai and I = K / f u Kai ẽ . However, it is know and therefore --_e ** ~e I Ke-i* *
The limiting value of ( / -/*«)//, or the percentage weakening of the background in the region of an absorption line, is about 0-01 for visual observation. For the particular diamond tested, Ifl^ -368/1270 for t= 0*1355 cm., and therefore p = 9-16. Since p = 13-5 for C u A^ radiation, this shows that K must be large. Table  shows The optimum thickness of diamond for absorption-line contrast is therefore 1 mm.; the 111 line (which is the strongest) would probably, not be visible at all if the diamond were <0-05-0-1 mm. or > 7 -9 mm. thick. The values of corresponding to these two limiting thicknesses would be in the ratio of about 1000 to 1. Since the optimum time of exposure of a specimen 1 mm. thick is about 6 sec. at 6 cm., using duplitized blue-base X-ray film, the time of exposure corresponding to a specimen 0-08 mm. thick would be of the order of 0*1 sec., and that for a specimen 8 mm. thick would be of the order of 100 sec. [It is found that the time of exposure v. blackening curve is linear in the region of blackening required for visibility of absorption lines.] Similar thicknesses and times of exposure would be required for crystals of most organic compounds, using a Cu target.
Comparable figures for rock-salt (200 absorption line), with radiation from a Cu target, may be obtained by using the following experimental values (Bragg al. 1921 a; James & Firth 1927) for g, Q2 0o andy (NaCl, C uX a):
The value of nxJl*\2 is approximately constant for Na and Cl within the range of wave lengths included in the primary beam, and therefore the effective linear coefficient for the primary beam, y, may be taken as 9-16/13-5 x 162 or 110 approximately. Since g is now assumed, K can be omitted, the result being shown in table 2. The optimum thickness of rock-salt for visibility of the 200 absorption line using Cu radiation will be about 0-05 to 0-1 mm., therefore, and the lines will not be visible at all if the crystal is much less than 0-01 or greater than 0-5 mm. thick. In any case the contrast will be less for rock-salt than for diamond (when the factor K is inserted), using the same radiation and the optimum thickness of crystal in each case. It is clear that Cu radiation is unsuitable for the examination of crystals whose absorption coefficients are as high as, or higher than, that of NaCl.
If Mo Ko lr adiation is used, the values y~ 11-2, 16-53, 1927) are found for NaCl (200), as shown in table 3. The optimum thickness under these conditions will be 1 to 2 mm., and the limits of visibility will correspond approximately to In the case of a crystal which is of the correct order of thickness in relation to the wave length employed, and which is sufficiently mosaic to give good secondary extinction but little primary extinction, planes will be reflecting throughout the whole thickness of the 29-2 0-05<£<6mm. can emerge, to be recorded on the photographic film. Since, in the arrangement adopted, the film and the source of X-rays are on opposite sides of the crystal, the reflexion and deficiency rays will effectively come from opposite sides of the crystal (that is, from , S", and from the source S respectively). The reflexion and absorption conics corresponding to any one set of planes (hkl) will be sections of cones which are reflexions of each other, although the actual black and white curves traced on the film (Bl} W[ in figure 6 ) will not necessarily be sym-. metrical in appearance. If the film is large enough to record both and however, it will also record the pair of conics B2 and W2 corresponding to B2 is parallel and close to the conic Wx and similarly for B x and W2. If pendicular distances from S, S', S" to the film, < j > the acute angle between the reflecting planes and the plane of the film, and 6 the glancing (Bragg) angle of reflexion, then the nearest distances of approach of the conics will be given by
The separation of the parallel black and white conics, therefore, is dependent on the distance from the X-ray source to the opposite side of the crystal, along a direction normal X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHY OF CRYSTALS to the photographic film. If the crystal is a plate, placed parallel to the film, and the X-ray source is in contact with the crystal, (D -dx) or (JD -d< pj will be the actual thickness of the crystal plate. This depend ence of the black-white line separation upon (D-d) is well demonstrated either by moving the crystal farther from the source and noting the increasing separation, or by using a twin crystal. If, for example, a spinel twin of diamond is mounted with one individual in contact with the source (figure la), then the pattern obtained on a film placed normal to the common trigonal axis is as shown diagrammatically in figure 7 b, the black-white line separation corresponding to one individual being approximately double that of the other, since the surface of one is twice as far from the X-ray source as that of the other.
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When the crystals are badly distorted (plate 17, figure 22 b) both black and white lines are broadened, but their mean distance apart is still given by the above relationship.
It is significant that on divergent-beam photographs of diamond showing marked dis tortion, the spreading of the high-order lines is certainly no larger than that of the low-order lines. This proves that the line width is not due to a variation of , since a spacing variation is always much more marked for large values of the reflexion angles than for small values. The enhanced line width is probably due to a partial disorientation of quite large crystallites, each of which is composed of much smaller crystallites which are discontinuous but not disorientated relative to each other.
G eometry of patterns a n d methods of projection
Symmetrical patterns of considerable beauty are observed when crystals belonging to the higher classes of symmetry are photographed with axes or planes in positions having a simple geometrical relation to that of the photographic plate or film used (plate 17, figures 2 2 a, 23 a ) .In order to obtain the most complete pattern possible, a spherical camera woul be required. This is not practicable, and a plane, or a semi-cylindrical film, is usually employed instead. Nevertheless, the geometry of the pattern to be expected from crystals of various symmetries is best considered in terms of a semi-spherical or spherical surface having the source of divergent radiation at its centre and the plane surface of the anti cathode as a diametral plane. As examples, consideration in detail will be given later to the case of a cubic crystal (diamond) placed with a cube axis normal to the anti-cathode surface, and a hexagonal crystal (ice) placed with the hexagonal axis normal to that surface. In general, let PP be any crystal plane making an angle (j> with the diametral plane and for which the Bragg angle is 6 (figure 8). From the centre of the sphere, the normal to (^■^)» meets the surrounding sphere of unit radius in D. CO is normal to and therefore L OCD -< j). The incident cone of rays from C which meet PP at the Bragg angle and are reflected away leaves an absorption cone meeting the sphere in a circle of diameter The semi-vertical angle of the cone (90° -6) is also the angular radius MCD of the circle and ^ DCA, the altitude of CD, is (90° -p). The projec makes an azimuthal angle (o with some reference diameter RR. The three angles o), < f> , 6 then define the position and size of the absorption circle of diameter MN. The positions of the intersections of any such circles are easily determined by means of spherical triangles, and the whole pattern merely consists of a set of these intersecting circles.
In order to produce the pattern for purposes of reproduction, for study or for comparison with a photograph, four different methods could be used:
Gnomonic projection is projection from the centre on to a plane tangential at 0 and parallel to the diametral plane A A. If the angular distance, from 0, of any sphere is % , then tan% will be the linear distance from 0 of the gnomonic projection of that point, since CO = 1. In general, the projection of any circle from the sphere on to the plane will be a conic section (figure 9). This gnomonic projection is useful in comparing the pattern found on a plane film placed parallel to the anticathode surface with the calculated pattern; but it is limited, in that only a very restricted amount of the spherical pattern can be projected on to a plane area of reasonable size (cf. plate 17, figure 22 a) .
(b) Kossel projection. Kossel and his colleagues have used an orthogonal projection of the spherical pattern on to the diametral plane A A. In this case the linear distance from C of any projected point is sin^, and the projections of circles are no longer conic sections. This form of projection does show the whole pattern, but it is so crowded at the circumference as to be almost useless in that region (Renninger 1937 an<^ hgure 10). It does not correspond to any actual photograph that could be taken.
(r) Cylindrical projection. This can be used to compare the theoretical patterns with those that are actually observed on a film used in a semi-cylindrical camera and then straightened out. In a direction parallel to the axis of the cylinder linear distances are given by tan in a direction normal to this by x (cf. plate 17, figure 23 a).
(d) Stereographic projection. The use of the stereographic projection for reproduction purposes was kindly suggested to me by Dr A. Muller and has proved most useful. It has the marked advantages that circles on the sphere appear as circles on the projection, and that the pattern is not too crowded at the circumference. It has the disadvantage that the projection of the centre of a circle is not the centre of the projected circle, and that therefore circles having common centres on the sphere (corresponding to absorption circles for the same plane in different orders, or using different wave-lengths of radiation) project into circles with different centres on the plane; in other words, circles or conics which are parallel on a photograph and which would be parallel on the sphere, are not parallel in the stereographic projection. The radius of the projected circle is, as will be shown later, very dependent upon (j> and, if 6 is small, becomes exceedingly large as $ approaches 90°. Nevertheless, this method of representation is to be recommended as giving the most easily reproducible and understandable picture of the actual distribution of absorption rays in space. In the stereographic projection, a point P at t normal to the diametral plane of the hemisphere, is the pole of projection. If lines are drawn from P to any point or curve on the surface of the upper hemisphere AO A, the point or curve in which these lines intersect the diametral plane A A is the stereographic projection. Figure 11 shows the construction by means of which it may be proved that circles M N on the sphere project into circles M 'N ' on the plane, but that the centre of the projected circle is T', the projection of T (point of intersection of tangents from M , N and other points on small circle) and not D \ the projection of D (the centre of the small circle). Then
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Hence C r = J [ t a n |^ + (?-90o) + ta n i(^-^+ 9 0°) ] ,
M 'T = \[tan % {< /> -6 + 90°) -tan
These equations give the distance of the centre of the projected circle from the centre of the sphere, C T \ and the radius of that circle, M ' T \ in terms of j> and 6. The stereographic projections of the diamond pattern found when a cube face of the diamond is parallel to the plane of projection are shown in figure 12 , which is calculated for Cu Xcq radiation, and in figure 13, calculated for Zn K o l\ radiation. The positions of the 4-, 3-and 2-fold axes of the crystal are quite clear. a,is worthy of particular notice. There are certain points where more than two circles appear to intersect each other. These are shown enlarged in plate 16, figures 21 d. These same intersections occur in all the patterns, because a point of intersection on the surface of the sphere must be reproduced in any kind of projection. A special study of such intersections or * coincidences ' will be made in a later paragraph.
Plate 17, figure 23 bs hows a divergent-beam photograph of a diamond in which the cub face was not parallel to the surface of the anticathode. The pattern, however, is easily recognizable, and it may be seen that a (331) plane is nearly parallel to the film. The exact positions of the symmetry axes are easily located, and it is a matter of simple geometry to determine the crystal orientation when this is unknown.
All cubic crystals will, of course, give very similar patterns, although certain lines will be present in some and absent in others, and the scale of the pattern will change. Plate 17, figure 22 a shows the pattern given by diamond when an octahedral plane is parallel to the 236 K. LONSDALE ON THE DIVERGENT-BEAM surface of the anticathode and to the (plane) film, and it is instructive to compare this with the pattern given by a copper single crystal, as published by Voges (1936) . Patterns given by hexagonal crystals will vary more, since there are two lattice constants instead of one only. Figure 14 shows the stereographic projection of the pattern given by ice, using Gu
Ktxl radiation, when the principal plane (0001) figure 23 a,which was taken on a se however, th at the photograph shows lines corresponding to Cu K a l} oc2 and /? radiations.
which may be compared with plate 16, figure 20 d. Contrary to expectation, the lines obtained from a single crystal of natural ice (grown on the surface of water in a basin, during cold weather) were extremely fine and sharp when they could be seen at all, and it was often found that no pattern, or only the faintest pattern, appeared even when the ice crystal used was of suitable thickness and gave a good Laue photograph. This seems to indicate a high degree of perfection in natural ice crystals even near to 0° G, an indication which is confirmed by the fact that reflexions from as many as seven planes did show secondary extinction in some, presumably more mosaic, specimens, and by the further observation that, on the whole, the single ice crystals were rather weak reflectors when the usual parallel-beam methods were used.
It will be noticed that the lines in divergent-beam photographs of ice and also in those of less symmetrical organic compounds, are much less curved than many of those in diamond photographs (cf. plate 16, figures 20 r, d and plate 17, figure 23 , c) . This is because diamond Figure 13 . Stereographic projection. Diamond, Zn K a{ radiation, on plane parallel to cube face of crystal, showing small circles due to {224} high-angle reflexions, not observable when Gu Ka, radia tion is used, but observed with Gu Kfi radiation (cf. plate 17, figures 23 and 22
. . -has relatively strong reflexions for which the Bragg angle is large, and for which, therefore, the semi-vertical angles (90° -#) of the secondary extinction cones are small. Owing to the sharp falling off of the atomic scattering factors of carbon, oxygen, etc., in organic crystals, there are usually no high-angle reflexions of observable intensity. An exception occurs for hexamethylbenzene, which does show some absorption lines of marked curvature, corre sponding to high-angle reflexions of unusual intensity (Lonsdale 1929) . In the case of ice there are high-angle reflexions, but they are not intense enough to show secondary ex tinction. 
C onditions for geometrical or accidental coincidence OF LINE INTERSECTIONS
For crystals of high symmetry there are, as mentioned previously, a number of points in the total pattern at which several absorption lines intersect. In order to study where these may occur it is simplest to consider the special case of diamond, and spherical trigonometry will be used to locate the intersections of small circles of given size and position on the surface of a sphere.
The point A (figure 10 or 12) is the intersection of the 022, 022 circles and also apparently of the 004, 311, 311, 313, 313 circles. Let us see which of these coincidences is geometrically inevitable for all wave-lengths, and which takes place only for Gu radiation; also if, in the latter case, it is exact. The values of w, relative to the [100] direction; 0, relative to the [001] direction; and 6, which determine the centres and radii of these circle unit radius, are given in table 4. OA" -tan-1 3 -cos"1 Vin~-2710a
Now there is, from this formula, no geometrical reason why should coincide with A, and in fact it only appears to do so for one particular wave-length value, that of CuXcq. The photographs (plate 16, figure 21 c, and others not repro show that the intersection of 311, 3 ll is only coincident with that of 004, 022 and 022 for Cu Kal radiation, and not for Gu Ka2> Cu Kft or Zn Koc. Figure 15 The same is true of the intersection of the 313, 313 circles, which occurs at a point A" along the direction OA, but at an angular distance from 0 given by OA" = 45°-cos-13-c;-. 672
Figure 16
Spacing or lattice constant measurement Since
A, A" and A!" do, in fact, coincide for a particular and accurately known value o a precision determination of the lattice constant a can be made by solving the equations 0 A , 11 A , , 19 A cos 12 -= tan 1 3 -cos 1 ._ -= tan-1 1 -cos-1 -7--. a 27IO 6^2
This may be done graphically (knowing a approximately), and it is found that for A -1537*400X (Wennerlof 1930; Bearden & Shaw 1935) , the equations are satisfied when a -3559-7X; but the variation of OA!" or of OA" with small changes in Xja is not so marked that it is possible to determine a to a greater degree of accuracy place of decimals of X units.
The points A are not, however, the only points from which an estimate of the lattice constant may be made. The distances of A and other important points on the absorption circles from the cube axis CO, all in terms of angular distances on the hemisphere, are given in table 5. everal of these points will give an accurate value of a. For instance, it may be seen on the photograph shown in plate 17, figure 22 d,that the 331 Cu Ka,l and a2 line in the neighbourhood of the point N. The inequality
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can also be used to give a value of a accurate to the first place of decimals of X units. The most accurate estimate of a, however, is given by a consideration of the points , where there is a near coincidence of lines 220, Tl 3, 113, 313 and 133, and where the last two circles intersect so obliquely that a small change in A/a would produce a large movement of the point of intersection Q". On the actual photographs used for measurement (cf. plate 16, figure 21 d),which were enlargements x 2 of films placed at 1 m. distance from the X-ray source and crystal, the change of A from 154T231Y (Gu Koc2) to 1537*400Af (Cu Kccx) causes a shift of about 6*2 cm. in the position of Q". In other words the value of changes very rapidly as A /avaries (figure 17) . The positions of the 220 Cu Aoq and a2 lines, and therefore of Q for each of these lines, do not change at all rapidly, because sin' 1 J2 (A/a) is not at all sensitive to a change in A/a. The relative position of the 313, 133 CuAoq inter section, with reference to the 220 Cu Acq and oc2 lines (see plate 16, figure 21 and inset to figure 17) is a most sensitive indicator of the exact value of A/a, or since A is accurately known, of a in terms of A as a standard. Each mm. variation in the relative position of the line inter section Q" on the enlarged photographic print corresponds to a change in a of about 1 in 20,000 or of 0*1 8X. The obvious advantage of a method such as this, which depends only on the position of a point relative to two lines in its very close neighbourhood, is that no precision apparatus is required. In fact, the film was held in a light-tight envelope, by a retort stand placed at about 1 m. from the crystal. The exactness of the distance does not matter, nor does the exact orientation of the film relative to the crystal axes and anticathqde surface, as long as the 220 Cu Aoqand a2 lines are well resolved. Their actual separation on the photograph before enlargement was 2 mm. and the apparent (visual) width of each line about 0-5 mm.
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It will be clear that since we are now concerned with the second place of decimals of units, the refractive index of the diamond for CuA radiation must be taken into account.
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The wave-length A0 of Cu Kolx radiation, in vacuo (or air) is 1537-400X length is effectively increased, to A, by about 0-00112 % in the case of diamond [p = A0/A = 1 -1*35/?A § x 1010, where p is the crystal density].
The Bragg relation, nX = 2d?sin 0, applies within the , but 0 cannot be measured. One can only measure the apparent reflexion angle 0' given by one-half the change in direction of the reflected ray after emergence relative to that of the incident ray before entrance. If the Bragg relation is incorrectly applied, using the wave-length vacuo and the apparent reflexion angle 0', an apparent crystal spacing d'n will be obtained, but it will vary with the order n. The true spacing d can be obtained with sufficient accuracy from any of the values of d'n by means of the expression d = < ( l +^4^-x 1010), where d is given in cm. The cor rection is of the order of 5-4 x 3-5 x 3-562 X 10"4 % = 0-0024 % in the case of the diamond lattice constant. In using the divergent-beam method of spacing measurement by the method of coincidences, however, the correction is simpler, for a coincidence or near coincidence of rays outside the crystal must correspond to a similar coincidence, exact or near, inside the crystal, and all that is necessary, therefore, to obtain the corrected value of a from figure 17 is to use the wave-length A (1537-41
and not A0 (1537-400Y) in the formulae used in the construction of the graphs.
Another very necessary correction is that for temperature, because although the expansion of diamond at room temperatures is very small (3-4 x 10-6 A/° G; Fizeau 1869), yet since the temperature of the diamonds was about 24° C during the experiments, this does involve a change of 2 x 10"2Z if the lattice constant at 18° G is required. Part of the width of the lines may well have been due to a small gradient of temperature, although it could not have been much or it would have shown up more in the high orders. The method could, of course, be modified for use in measuring coefficients of expansion.
Although, as previously mentioned, the half-width at half-maximum of the 313 Gu Kccl line is 0-25 of the separation, yet this does not lead to any corresponding uncertainty as to the position of the line maximum, for the lines are reasonably sharp and symmetrical and the maximum can easily be found by eye. The method used for locating the inter sections of the lines was to mark on the printed enlargement, with fine pencil lines, the position of maximum intensity of the 313, 133 Cu JCoq, 220 Gu Kclx and a2 absorption lines. The error in a involved in this procedure is certainly not more than 1-5 in 100,000 (corre sponding to ±0-3 mm. error in placing Q "r elative to Q) for any one found for four different diamonds varied among themselves by considerably more than this amount. Corrected for refractive index and temperature (to 18° C) the values were:
(1) 3560-00 (± 0-05) Xf or C3T, a diamond cut in the form of a square plate of abou 1 mm. thickness, with faces nearly parallel to cube planes, and then treated (by a secret industrial process) in such a way as to turn it black. On prolonged exposure, a Laue photo graph of this diamond showed faint graphite lines, but no sign of extra spots except the usual thermal reflexions. It gave excellent divergent-beam photographs (plate 16, figure 21a, plate 17, figure 22 d) over a wide range of exposures (3 to 20 sec. at 6 cm.). This diamond was one of several kindly given to me by Messrs Gardimond, Ltd. giving no indication of any difference in spacing between the green skin and the rest of the diamond. This specimen was kindly lent to me by Professor W. T. Gordon, together with several very perfect diamonds of gem quality and some of the specimens used by Robertson, Fox & Martin (1934) in their investigation of the two types of diamond.
(3) 3559*58 (± 0*05) X for 2 II, a rounded octahedral plate of thickness about 1 mm., selected from a collection of over 500 industrial diamonds kindly lent to me by the Diamond Trading Company. This was the only diamond in that particular collection that was transparent in the ultra-violet beyond 3000A. It gave no extra spots on Laue photographs except the usual thermal spots, and also gave excellent divergent beam photographs.
(4) 3559*42 (± 0*10) Xf or C 3U , an untreated, clear octahedral plate als by Messrs Gardimond Ltd., which was a type I diamond, opaque beyond 3000A, giving strong extra spots on Laue photographs (Lonsdale 1945 ) and a very poor divergent beam photograph (plate 16, figiire 21 b).The exposure time was critical, a difficult to see, although the resolution was good. It was very noticeable, however, that for this diamond the 313, 133 intersection lay between the 220 Cu Koc^ and oc2 lines, whereas for the C 3 T diamond it lay well outside them.
The above values may be compared with that of 3559*48(±0-10) X found by a different, but also very accurate method by Renninger (1937) , for a clear and obviously perfect diamond of the best gem quality. The divergent beam method cannot be used for such perfect specimens, since they give no absorption pattern at all.
By means of the powder method, which has the advantage of universal applicability, but the disadvantage of giving only a mean value, Riley (1944) found the value 3559*7(±0*1) X for a specimen of commercial diamond dust.
The values obtained by Yuching Tu (1932) for two individual diamonds, and by Ehrenberg (1926) , also fall within the range found by me for specimens (1)-(4). Using the con version factor 1000Y = 1*00203 ± 0*00002 A,* the values referred to above may be tabulated as shown in table 6 (all at 18° G).
description of specimen Siegbahn (1931) for the measurement of X-ray wave-lengths, is about 0*2 % less than 10 11 cm. The X unit was originally used also in crystal analysis, and in terms of it the effective 200 spacing of NaGl is 2814-00X (that is, the apparent spacing uncorrected for refractive index) and the effective first order of the calcite cleavage plane is 3029-04X, the real spacing being 3029-45X. The exact value of the conversion factor from Siegbahn to metrical units of length is still under discussion, but it will not differ greatly from that given above.
It may therefore be stated that the carbon-carbon distance in diamond is 1541*39 X or 1*54451 A, with a variation of up to ± 0 * 1 4 X (0*00014 A ) in different diamonds. These variations are almost certainly the result of varying impurity content. The simple method of lattice constant determination described above would not be applicable to most crystals, especially those containing only atoms of low atomic number, because it depends on the existence of accidental relationships between high-order (and therefore very much curved) absorption lines. When such high-order lines exist, however, it is always possible, by move ment of the crystal or of the film, to produce these relationships intentionally. This method, which involves the use of precision apparatus, was that adopted by Kossel (1936 £) and van Bergen (1937 in their 'Precision measurement of lattice constants by the com pensation method', and it obviously has a very wide range of application, the limit of the accuracy of the measurements being set only by the natural breadth of the X-ray emission lines.
Wave-length measurement Divergent-beam photographs of diamond have also been used to give a precision measure ment of the Zn Kat wave-length (in terms of CuXflq), again without the use of any kind of precision apparatus. This was done by using a target of brass instead of copper and thus obtaining the zinc and copper lines together on the same film. The use of Zn radiation enables us to record a very high-angle reflexion, that from the (224) plane (plate 17, figure 23 c} d)y and the circles thus obtained intersect a number of other Zn and Cu lines. In general, the greater the number of wave-lengths employed simultaneously, the greater is the chance of finding suitable line intersections from which comparisons of wave-length may be made. The essential point is that the intersections should be those of high-angle (that is, very much curved) lines cutting each other at a small angle. Although the geometry is more com plicated when the intersections are not symmetrical, it is not difficult, and in theory the method should be capable of high accuracy. In practice, an accuracy of only 1 in 35,000 has been obtained for Zn Kocv This is because the poor conductivity of brass results in a temperature in the neighbourhood of the point source of X-rays. The diamond, which has to be placed close to the source, itself becomes heated locally, and the resulting temperature gradient in the diamond causes a widening of the absorption lines and a consequent deteriora tion of resolution. This difficulty could probably be overcome by a deliberate cooling of the diamond in the neighbourhood of the hot source, but since the object of the present paper is rather to illustrate the high accuracy of the results obtained by the simple method used than to push that accuracy to its farthest limit, only the preliminary results are here given.
In figure 18 , the intersections of the 224 Zn and a2 lines with the 313 Zn and a2 and the 220 CuXoq and a2 lines are shown (cf. plate 17, figure 23 which, of course, shows other lines also in this neighbourhood). These are all parts of circles on the sphere surrounding the X-ray source and distances will be given as angles subtended at the centre. If 0 is the centre of the 004 circle, A of the 313 circle, B of the 224 circle and of the 220 circle, all for any wave-length, then in the spherical triangle OAC (figure 19) 0^ = tan"1^, OC= 90°, 
The value of CX i s best expressed as a function of A, where A is a wave-length near to that of CuXcq, such that if (figure 19, inset) CN = cos~1 and CA then CX = cos-1 J2-. The distances XN, M N being small on the film, a to film distance, they may be taken as proportional to the differences of angles involved. All wave-lengths must be expressed as wave-lengths the crystal (that is, corrected for refractive index) -and equation (i) In photographs of the 'near coincidence* taken at 80 cm. crystal to film distance, and enlarged, the 224 Zn distance is 41 mm., the 220 Gu Xaj-a2 distance (MN) is 4*4 mm. and the 313, 224 ZnXcq intersection occurs at a distance from the 220CuXa1 line such that XN = 1-5 mm. The value of a can be obtained, as before, from the intersection Q, using figure 17, and it is found to be 3560-36Z at the mean temperature of the diamond, which, as previously mentioned, was certainly high. Hence The limits of experimental error would imply a possible mistake of ±0-3 mm. in the estimate of the position of the 313, 133 CuXcq intersection relative to 220 Gu Kocl and a2, and of the 313, 224 Zn Kctx intersection relative to 220 Gu Kccl and a2, both mistakes adding up.
The determination of the wave-length of Zn Ka2 is not accurately possible by this method, first on account of the weakness and diffuseness of the oc2 lines, which make the position of the 313, 224 Zn Koc2 intersection much more difficult to determine, and secondly because the distance X'N , which is about 63-4 mm., is much too large compared with M N = 4-4 mm.
for the simple 4 coincidence * method to be applicable. This illustrates the limitation of the method in its present simple form.
One point that has not been considered above is whether the wave-lengths of the Cu and Zn K X-radiations from an alloy such as brass will be identical with those from pure metals.
There is no theoretical likelihood of a measurable difference, but this point could be checked if the diamond temperature were controlled so that a could be used as a standard from one anticathode to another. It is, in any case, interesting to compare the value found in this experiment for the Zn Kal wave-length, 1432*21 (±0*04) a. Diamond G 1T ; cube face parallel to anticathode surface; portion of cylindr (axis vertical). To be compared with figures 10 and 12 (Kossel and stereographic projections 
